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RADIATIVE DILEPTONIC DECAYS OF B-MESONIN THE GENERAL TWO HIGGS DOUBLET MODELG. Erkol and G. TuranPhysis Department, Middle East Tehnial University06531, Ankara, Turkeye-mail: gurerk�newton.physis.metu.edu.tre-mail: gsevgur�metu.edu.tr(Reeived Deember 12, 2001)We investigate the exlusive B !  `+`� deay in the general twoHiggs Doublet Model (model III) inluding the neutral Higgs boson e�etswith an emphasis on possible CP-violating e�ets. For this deay, we an-alyze the dependenies of the forward�bakward asymmetry of the leptonpair, AFB, CP-violating asymmetry, ACP, and the CP-violating asymme-try in forward�bakward asymmetry, ACP(AFB), on the model parame-ters and also on the neutral Higgs boson e�ets. We have found thatAFB � 10�1; 10�2, ACP � 10�2; 10�1 and ACP(AFB) � 10�2; 10�1 de-pending on the relative magnitude of the Yukawa ouplings ��UN;tt and ��DN;bbin the model III. We also observe that these physial quantities are sensitiveto the model parameters and neutral Higgs boson e�ets are quite sizablefor some values of the oupling ��DN;�� .PACS numbers: 12.60.Fr, 13.20.He1. IntrodutionIt has been realized for a long time that rare B-meson deays indued bythe Flavor-Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC) are the most promising �eldfor obtaining information about the fundamental parameters of the StandardModel (SM), like the elements of the Cabibbo�Kobayashi�Maskawa (CKM)matrix, the leptoni deay onstants et., and testing the SM preditionsat loop level. At the same time rare deays an also serve as a good probefor establishing new physis beyond the SM, suh as the two Higgs DoubletModel (2HDM), minimal supersymmetri extension of the SM (MSSM) [1℄et., sine the ontributions from these new models and the SM arise atthe same order in perturbation theory. The observation of radiative pen-guin mediated proesses, in both the exlusive B ! K� [2℄ and inlusiveB ! Xs [3℄ hannels, stimulated the investigation of the radiative rare(1285)



1286 G. Erkol, G. TuranB-meson deays with a new momentum. Among these rare deays, B !`+`�(` = e; �; �) have reeived a speial interest due to their relative lean-liness and sensitivity to new physis. They have been investigated in theframework of the SM for light and heavy lepton modes in Refs. [4�6℄. Thenew physis e�ets in these deays have also been studied in some models,like MSSM [7℄ and the two Higgs doublet model [8�10℄.In this work, we study the radiative B !  `+`� deay in the general2HDM (model III) inluding the neutral Higgs e�ets. The 2HDM is theminimal extension of the SM, whih onsists of adding a seond doublet tothe Higgs setor. In this model, the Yukawa Lagrangian responsible for theinteration of quarks and leptons with gauge bosons opens up the possibilityof having tree-level FCNC, whih are forbidden in the SM and model I andII types of the 2HDM. This brings new parameters, i.e., Yukawa ouplings,into the theory.B !  `+`� deay is indued by the pure-leptoni deay B ! `+`�,whih is free from the heliity suppression, in ontrast to the hannels withlight leptons, but quite hard to detet experimentally due to low e�ieny.In B !  `+`� deay, heliity suppression is overome by the photon emis-sion in addition to the lepton pair. For this reason, it is expeted forB !  `+`� deay to have a large branhing ratio and this makes its inves-tigation interesting. Another reason that motivates to study B !  `+`�proess is that it reeives additional ontributions from the Neutral HiggsBoson (NHB) exhanges in the 2HDM. Sine NHB ontributions are propor-tional to either the lepton mass or the orresponding Yukawa oupling, theyare negligible for B !  `+`� deays with light leptons, but we ould expetsigni�ant ontributions for ` = � . Indeed, the investigation of B !  �+��deay in model I and II types of the 2HDM in [8℄, and in MSSM in [7℄,inluding NHB e�ets report that the ontribution from exhanging neutralHiggs bosons may be quite sizable for large values of tan�, whih is alreadyfavored by LEP experiments [11℄.We investigated the B !  `+`� deay for ` = � in the model III typeof the 2HDM in a previous paper [10℄. In this work we extend this studywith an emphasis on possible CP violation e�ets. The CP asymmetry isof great interest in high energy physis espeially sine its origin is stillunlear. In the SM, the soure of CP violation is the omplex CKM matrixelements, whih an explain all the existing data on CP violation. However,for example, to explain the matter�antimatter asymmetry observed in theuniverse today one needs additional soures of CP-violating e�ets, whihhas motivated to searh new models beyond the SM. In model III type ofthe 2HDM, the omplex Yukawa ouplings provide a possible soure of CPviolation. Indeed, it was reported [12�14℄ that a measurable CP asymmetrywas obtained due to this new phase in the model III.



Radiative Dileptoni Deays of B-Meson in . . . 1287The paper is organized as follows: In Setion 2, we �rst present theLeading Order (LO) QCD orreted e�etive Hamiltonian for the quarklevel proess b !  `+`�, inluding the NHB exhanges. Then we give theorresponding matrix element for the exlusive B !  `+`� deay. Next,we alulate the forward�bakward asymmetry of the lepton pair, AFB,CP-violating asymmetry, ACP, and the CP-violating asymmetry in forward�bakward asymmetry, ACP(AFB), as funtions of the model parameters.Setion 3 is devoted to the numerial analysis of these physial quanti-ties with respet to the CP parameter sin �, Yukawa ouplings ��DN;�� and��DN;bb and the mass ratio mh0=mA0 and to the disussion of our results. InAppendix A, we give a brief summary about the general 2HDM (model III).The operators and the orresponding Wilson oe�ients appearing in the ef-fetive Hamiltonian are given in Appendies B and C, respetively. Finally,some parametrizations used in the text may be found in Appendix D.2. The exlusive B !  `+`� deayThe exlusive B !  `+`� deay is indued by the inlusive b! s  `+`�one. Therefore, we start with the QCD orreted e�etive Hamiltonian forthe related quark level proess b! s `+`�, whih is obtained by integratingout heavy partiles in the SM and in the 2HDM [15,16℄H = �4GFp2 VtbV �ts( 10Xi=1 Ci(�)Oi(�) + 10Xi=1 CQi(�)Qi(�)) ; (1)where Oi are urrent�urrent (i = 1; 2), penguin (i = 1; : : : ; 6), magnetipenguin (i = 7; 8) and semileptoni (i = 9; 10) operators . The additionaloperators Qi(i = 1; : : : ; 10), are due to the NHB exhange diagrams, whihgive onsiderable ontributions in the ase that the lepton pair is �+�� [15℄.Ci(�) and CQi(�) are Wilson oe�ients renormalized at the sale �. Allthese operators and the Wilson oe�ients, together with their initial valuesalulated at � = mW in the SM and also the additional oe�ients omingfrom the new Higgs salars are presented in Appendies B and C.Negleting the strange quark mass, the e�etive Hamiltonian (1) leadsto the following matrix element for b! s `+`�,M = �GFp2�VtbV �ts(Ce�9 (�s�PLb) �̀�`+ C10(�s�PLb) �̀�5`�2C7mbq2 (�si���q�PRb)�̀�`+ CQ1(�sPRb)�̀̀ + CQ2(�sPRb)�̀5`) ;(2)



1288 G. Erkol, G. Turanwhere PL;R = (1 � 5)=2 , q is the momentum transfer and Vij 's are theorresponding elements of the CKM matrix.In order to obtain the matrix element for b ! s  `+`� deay, a photonline should be attahed to any harged internal or external line. As pointedout before [5, 6℄, ontributions oming from the release of the free photonfrom any harged internal line will be suppressed by a fator of m2b=M2W andwe neglet them in the following analysis. When a photon is released fromthe initial quark lines it ontributes to the so-alled �Struture Dependent�(SD) part of the amplitude. Using the expressionsh(k) j�s�(1� 5)bjB(pB)i = em2Bn�����"��q�k�g(q2)�i h"��(kq)� ("�q)k�if(q2)o ;hj�si���k�(1� 5)bjBi = em2Bn��������k�q� g1(p2)� i ����(kq)� (��k)q�� f1(p2)o ;hj�s(1 + 5)bjBi = 0 ; (3)the SD part of the amplitude an be written asMSD = �GF2p2�VtbV �ts em2Bn�̀�`hA1�����"��q�k� + iA2�"��(kq)� ("�q)k��i+�̀�5`hB1�����"��q�k� + iB2�"��(kq)� ("�q)k��io ; (4)where "�� and k� are the four vetor polarization and four momentum of thephoton, respetively, and pB is the momentum of the B-meson. In Eq. (4),A1, A2, B1 and B2 are funtions of the Wilson oe�ients and the formfators, and they are given in Appendix D.We note that the neutral Higgs exhange interations do not ontributeto the struture dependent part of the matrix element MSD. However,the situation is di�erent for the so-alled �Internal Bremsstrahlung� (IB)ontribution, MIB, whih arises when a photon is radiated from one of the�nal `- leptons. Using the expressionsh0j�s�5bjBi = � ifBPB� ;h0j�s���(1� 5)bjBi = 0 ;h0j�s5bjBi = ifBm2Bmb ;h0j�sbjBi = 0 ; (5)



Radiative Dileptoni Deays of B-Meson in . . . 1289and the onservation of the vetor urrent, IB part of the matrix element isfound as [8℄MIB = �GF2p2 �VtbV �tsefBi(F �̀ 6"� 6pB2p1k � 6pB 6"�2p2k !5`+F1 �̀" 6"� 6pB2p1k � 6pB 6"�2p2k + 2m` 12p1k + 12p2k!6"�#`) ; (6)where F and F1 are funtions of form fators and the Wilson oe�ientsCQ1 and CQ2 due to the NHB e�ets and their expliit forms an be foundin Appendix D. Finally, the total matrix element for the B !  `+`� deayis obtained as a sum of the MSD and MIB terms, M =MSD +MIB.Now, we will alulate the forward�bakward asymmetry, AFB, for thelepton pair, CP-violating asymmetry, ACP, and CP-violating asymmetry inthe forward�bakward asymmetry, ACP(AFB) for the proess under onsid-eration. All these measurable physial quantities an provide a great dealof lues to test the theoretial models used. We �rst give the de�nitions ofAFB(x) and ACP:AFB(x) = R 10 dz d2�dxdz � R 0�1 dz d2�dxdzR 10 dz d2�dxdz + R 0�1 dz d2�dxdz ; (7)ACP = � (B !  `+`�)� � ( �B !  `+`�)� (B !  `+`�) + � ( �B !  `+`�) ; (8)where z = os �, � is the angle between the momentum of the B-meson andthat of `� and x = 2E=mB is the dimensionless photon energy. In Eq. (7),d2�dxdz is the double di�erential deay rate and in the Center of Mass (CM)frame of the dileptons `+`�, it is given byd2�dxdz = ���� �GF2p2�VtbV �ts����2 �(2�)3 �4 mB x v�(m2B32 x2 h��1 + z2� (1� x� 4r)� �jA1j2 + jA2j2 + jB1j2 + jB2j2�+ 8r �jA1j2+jA2j2�+4zp(1�x)(1�x�4r)Re (A2B�1+A1B�2)i+fBm` (x� 1)((z2 � 1)(x � 1) + 4rz2) [vxzRe (B2F � �B1F �1 )+ �1� 4r � z2(1� x� 4r)�Re (A2F �1 )� xRe (A1F �)�



1290 G. Erkol, G. Turan+f2B (1� x)x2((z2 � 1)(x� 1) + 4rz2)2 � jF j2 �(�2 + 4x� 3x2 + x3+8r(1�x))(z2�1)+4rx2z2�+jF1j2 ��32r2(x�1)+4r �4�6x+2x2�� 2 + 4x� 3x2 + x3� (z2 � 1) + x2z2� �) ; (9)where v =q1� 4r1�x with r = m2̀=m2B . Integrating over the angle variable,we �nd the forward�bakward asymmetry AFB as follows,AFB = �Z dx 4 v x2(m2B xp(x� 1)(x� 1 + 4r)Re(A1A�2 �B1B�2)�4fBm` v x� 1x� 1 + 4r! ln 4r1� xRe((A2 �B2)F ��(A1 �B1)F �1 )),Z dxD(x); (10)whereD(x) = m2B12 x3v h(jA1j2 + jA2j2)(1 + 2r � x) + (jB1j2 + jB2j2)(1� 4r � x)i�fBm` x �2v(1� x)Re(A2F �1 ) + ln1 + v1� v ((x� 4r)Re(A2F �1 )� xRe(A1F �))��2f2B"v (1� x)x �jF j2 + (1� 4r) jF1j2�+ ln1 + v1� v �1 + 2rx � 1x � x2� jF j2+ (1� 4r)� 2 �1� 6r + 8r2�x � x2! jF1j2!# : (11)We note that in these integrals the Dalitz boundary for the dimensionlessphoton energy x is taken asÆ � x � 1� 4m2̀m2B ; (12)sine jMIBj2 term has infrared singularity due to the emission of soft photon.In order to obtain a �nite result, we follow the approah desribed in Ref. [6℄and impose a ut on the photon energy, i.e., we require E � 50 MeV,whih orresponds to deteting only hard photons experimentally. This utrequires that E � Æ mB=2 with Æ = 0:01.



Radiative Dileptoni Deays of B-Meson in . . . 1291For B !  `+`� deay, ACP almost vanishes in the SM due to theunitarity of CKM matrix together with the smallness of VubV �us. However,in model III omplex Yukawa ouplings provide a new soure of CP violation.In our alulations, we hoose ��DN;bb = j��DN;bbjei� so that Ce�9 , CQ1 and CQ2are the Wilson oe�ients that ontain CP-violating terms. Using Eq. (8),we alulate ACP as ACP = R dxT (x)R dx (D(x) +DCP(x)) ; (13)whereT (x) = m2B x2 Im(��DN;bb) (v3x(1 + 2r � x)A(2)1 A(3)1�2fBm`mb"�2v(1 � x) + (x� 4r)ln1 + v1� v�A(2)2 F (2)1 � xln1 + v1� vA(2)1 F (2)#);(14)and DCP(x) is the CP onjugate of D(x) whih is de�ned asDCP(x) = D(x) ���DN;bb ! (��DN;bb)�� : (15)The expliit form of the funtions A(2)(1), A(3)(1), et., in Eq. (14) are given inAppendix D.Finally, we onsider the CP-violating asymmetry in AFB, ACP(AFB),whih is an important measurable quantity that may provide informationabout the model used. It is de�ned asACP(AFB) = AFB � �AFBAFB + �AFB : (16)Here, AFB is given by Eq. (10) and �AFB is obtained by the replaement��DN;bb ! (��DN;bb)� in AFB .3. Numerial analysis and disussionWe present here our numerial results only for ` = � hannel, but theyan easily be applied to the ` = � ase. The input parameters we used inour numerial analysis are as follows:mB = 5:28GeV; mb = 4:8GeV; m = 1:4GeV; m� = 1:78GeV;mH0 = 150GeV; mh0 = 70GeV; mA0 = 80GeV; mH� = 400GeV;jVtbV �tsj = 0:045 ; ��1 = 129 ; GF = 1:17 � 10�5GeV�2;�B = 1:64 � 10�12 s ; Ce�9 = 4:229 ; C10 = �4:659 : (17)



1292 G. Erkol, G. TuranHere we note that the value of the Wilson oe�ient Ce�9 above orre-sponds only to the short-distane ontributions. Ce�9 also reeives Long-Distane (LD) ontributions assoiated with the real � intermediate states(see Appendix C for the details of LD ontributions). There are �ve pos-sible resonanes in the � system that an ontribute to the B !  �+��deay and to alulate their ontributions we need to divide the integra-tion region for x into two parts: Æ � x � 1 � ((m 2 + 0:02)=mB)2 and1� ((m 2 � 0:02)=mB)2 � x � 1� (2m�=mB)2, where m 2 = 3:686 GeV isthe mass of the seond resonane.For the values of the form fators g; f; g1 and f1, we have used theresults of Ref. [17℄ and [18℄, and represent their q2 dependenies in terms oftwo parameters F (0) and mF asF (q2) = F (0)�1� q2m2F�2 ; (18)where the values F (0) and mF for the B !  are listed in Table I.TABLE IB-meson deay form fators in the light-one QCD sum rule.F (0) aFg 1 GeV 5.6 GeVf 0.8 GeV 6.5 GeVg1 3.74 GeV2 6.4 GeVf1 0.68 GeV2 5.5 GeVThere are many free parameters in the general 2HDM, suh as massesof the harged and neutral Higgs bosons and omplex Yukawa ouplings,�U;Dij , where i; j are quark �avor indies. There are also some experimentalresults that one an use to restrit these new parameters. In this ontext,the stronger restrition omes from the analysis of the �F = 2 deays withF = K;Bd;D mesons, the � parameter and the B ! Xs  deay.The ontributions to the Wilson oe�ient C7 from the neutral Higgsbosons h0 and A0 are given by [19℄CH7 (mW) = (VtbV �ts)�1 Xi=d;s;b ��DN;bi ��DN;is Qi8mimb ; (19)where H = h0; A0, and mi and Qi are the masses and harges of the downquarks, respetively. Eq. (19) shows that the neutral Higgs bosons an give



Radiative Dileptoni Deays of B-Meson in . . . 1293a large ontribution to the Wilson oe�ient C7 and this ontradits withthe CLEO data [3℄BR(B ! Xs ) = (3:15 � 0:35� 0:32) � 10�4 : (20)However, assuming that the ouplings ��DN;is with i = d; s; b and ��DN;bd aresmall enough to reah the onditions ��DN;bb��DN;is � 1 and ��DN;bd ��DN;ds � 1 [19℄,together with the onstraints from �F = 2 mixing [20℄ and the � para-meter [21℄, we obtain the onditions��N;t � ��UN;tt ;��DN;ib; ��DN;ij � 0 i; j = d; s; (21)so that we only take into aount ��UN;tt and ��DN;bb. In our work, we hoose��UN;tt as real and ��DN;bb as omplex, namely ��DN;bb = j��DN;bbjei�. As for the ��UN;�� ,sine it ontrols the ontributions due to the NHB e�ets, we leave ��UN;�� asa free parameter to investigate the size of NHB e�et on the measurablequantities of the B !  �+�� deay.In our numerial alulations, we further adopted the onstraint on theWilson oe�ient Ce�7 , 0:257 � jCe�7 j � 0:439 [20℄ due to the CLEO mea-surement (Eq. (20)) and the rede�nition�U;D =s4GFp2 ��U;D :The above onstraint on the Ce�7 restrits the allowed regions of the mea-surable quantities of the exlusive B !  �+�� deay, namely, AFB, ACPand ACP(AFB) and these regions are represented by the ones between thesolid urves for Ce�7 > 0 and the dashed urves for Ce�7 < 0 throughout thegraphs in Figs. 1�18.In Fig. 1, we plot sin � dependene of AFB without NHB e�ets for thease of ratio jrtbj � ���� ��UN;tt��DN;bb ���� < 1. We see that in model III without NHBe�ets, jAFBj is smaller ompared to its value in the SM (0.183), representedby the dashed straight line, for Ce�7 > 0, but it an be enhaned up to 7%with inreasing sin �. For Ce�7 < 0, AFB is not muh sensitive to sin �, butits value an be slightly greater than the SM predition. Inluding the NHBe�ets to AFB ( Fig. 2) redues its magnitude 30% of its value without NHBe�ets for Ce�7 > 0, while for Ce�7 < 0, AFB is almost the same as the SMvalue.
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sin �
A FB

0.80.70.60.50.40.30.20.1

-0.16-0.165-0.17-0.175-0.18-0.185Fig. 1. AFB as a funtion of sin � for ��DN;bb=mb = 40mb and jrtbj < 1 withoutNHB e�ets. Here AFB is restrited in the region between solid (dashed) urvesfor Ce�7 > 0 (Ce�7 < 0). Dashed straight line represents the SM predition.
sin �

A FB
0.80.70.60.50.40.30.20.1

0-0.05-0.1-0.15-0.2Fig. 2. The same as Fig. 1, but inluding NHB e�ets with ��DN;�� = 10m� .In Fig. 3 (4), we present AFB as a funtion of ��DN;bb=mb (mh0=mA0) for��DN;�� = 10m� , sin � = 0:5 and jrtbj < 1. AFB is at the order of magni-tude 10�1 and inreases with the inreasing values of both ��DN;bb=mb andmh0=mA0 . For Ce�7 > 0, AFB stands less than the SM predition and forCe�7 < 0, model III predition an reah the SM one for large values of��DN;bb=mb and mh0=mA0 .We have also alulated the sin � ( ��DN;bb and mh0=mA0) dependene ofAFB for the ase of ratio rtb > 1. We have found that in this ase AFB isone (two) order(s) of magnitude smaller than its value for jrtbj < 1 ase, andinluding NHB e�ets redues this value even one more order of magnitude.Therefore, we do not present these graphs here.
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��DN;bb=mb
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0-0.05-0.1-0.15-0.2Fig. 3. AFB as a funtion of ��DN;bb=mb for ��DN;�� = 10m� , sin � = 0:5 and jrtbj < 1.Here AFB is restrited in the region between solid (dashed) urves for Ce�7 > 0(Ce�7 < 0). Dashed straight line represents the SM predition.
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A FB
0.950.90.850.80.750.70.650.60.550.5

0-0.05-0.1-0.15-0.2Fig. 4. The same as Fig. 3 but as a funtion of mh0=mA0 .Fig. 5 represents sin � dependene of ACP without NHB e�ets for thease of ratio jrtbj < 1. It is at the order of magnitude 10�2 and inreaseswith sin �. For Ce�7 < 0, ACP an have both signs, while for Ce�7 > 0 its signdoes not hange in the restrited region. Inluding the NHB e�ets (Fig. 6)redues jACPj without NHB e�ets almost by 60% for Ce�7 > 0. However,for Ce�7 < 0, it is possible to enhane it by up to 35%.Figs. 8 and 7 are devoted to sin � dependene of ACP for rtb > 1 withand without NHB e�ets, respetively. Without NHB e�ets, jACPj is at theorder of magnitude 10�3 and inluding the NHB e�ets an enhane it upto two orders of magnitude, i.e., it beomes jACPj � 10�1. We further notethat the restrited region for Ce�7 > 0 (solid lines ) and Ce�7 < 0 (dashedlines) are now larger but they almost oinide.
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0.50-0.5-1-1.5Fig. 5. The same as Fig. 1 but for ACP.
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0.60.40.20-0.2-0.4-0.6-0.8Fig. 6. The same as Fig. 2 but for ACP.
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0.40.30.20.10-0.1-0.2-0.3-0.4Fig. 7. ACP as a funtion of sin � for ��DN;bb = 0:1mb and rtb > 1 without NHBe�ets. Here ACP is restrited in the region between solid (dashed) urves forCe�7 > 0 (Ce�7 < 0).
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sin �
10A CP

0.80.70.60.50.40.30.20.1

0.40.30.20.10-0.1-0.2-0.3-0.4Fig. 8. The same as Fig.7 but inluding NHB e�ets with ��DN;�� = m� .Fig. 9 (10) shows ACP as a funtion of ��DN;�� for ��DN;bb = 40(0:1)mb andsin � = 0:5 for jrtbj < 1 (rtb > 1). We see that ACP is sensitive to theparameter ��DN;�� and it dereases (inreases) with the inreasing values of��DN;�� for Ce�7 > 0 (Ce�7 < 0) when jrtbj < 1. When rtb > 1, restritedregions for Ce�7 > 0 (solid lines ) and Ce�7 < 0 (dashed lines) almost oinideand jACPj an take one orders of magnitude larger values ompared to thease where jrtbj < 1.
��DN;�� (GeV)

102 A CP
10080604020

0.40.20-0.2-0.4-0.6-0.8Fig. 9. ACP as a funtion of ��DN;�� for ��DN;bb = 40mb, sin � = 0:5 and jrtbj < 1.Here ACP is restrited in the region between solid (dashed) urves for Ce�7 > 0(Ce�7 < 0).In Fig. 11 (12), we plot the dependene of ACP on mh0=mA0 for ��DN;�� =10(1)m� , ��DN;bb = 40(0:1)mb and sin � = 0:5 for jrtbj < 1 (rtb > 1). Forjrtbj < 1 and Ce�7 > 0, ACP is sensitive to the ratio mh0=mA0 and inreaseswith the inreasing values of mh0=mA0 . However, for Ce�7 < 0, dependene
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��DN;�� (GeV)
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0.60.40.20-0.2-0.4-0.6Fig. 10. The same as Fig. 9 but for rtb > 1 with ��DN;bb = 0:1mb.
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0.40.20-0.2-0.4Fig. 11. ACP as a funtion ofmh0=mA0 for ��DN;�� = 10m� , ��DN;bb = 40mb, sin � = 0:5and jrtbj < 1. Here ACP is restrited in the region between solid (dashed) urvesfor Ce�7 > 0 (Ce�7 < 0).

mh0=mA0
10A CP

0.950.90.850.80.750.70.650.60.550.5

0.60.40.20-0.2-0.4-0.6Fig. 12. The same as Fig. 11 but for rtb > 1 with ��DN;�� = m� and ��DN;bb = 0:1mb.



Radiative Dileptoni Deays of B-Meson in . . . 1299of ACP on the ratio is weak but, the restrited region is larger this time. Asseen from Fig. 12, when rtb > 1, jACPj an take one orders of magnitudelarger values ompared to the ase where jrtbj < 1.Finally, we present our results about the CP-violating asymmetry inAFB,ACP(AFB) in a series of �gures, Figs. 13�18. Fig. 13 (14) shows ACP(AFB)as a funtion of sin � for ��DN;�� = 10(1)m� , ��DN;bb = 40(0:1)mb for jrtbj < 1(rtb > 1). For jrtbj < 1 , ACP(AFB) is at the order of magnitude 10�2 andit does not hange sign in the restrited region for Ce�7 > 0, while it anhave both signs for Ce�7 < 0. For rtb > 1 , ACP(AFB) an reah 5% for theintermediate values of sin � and restrited regions for Ce�7 > 0 (solid lines )and Ce�7 < 0 (dashed lines) almost oinide.
sin �

102 A CP(A F
B)

0.80.70.60.50.40.30.20.1

0.80.60.40.20-0.2-0.4-0.6Fig. 13. ACP(AFB) as a funtion of sin � for ��DN;�� = 10m� , ��DN;bb = 40mb andjrtbj < 1. Here ACP(AFB) is restrited in the region between solid (dashed) urvesfor Ce�7 > 0 (Ce�7 < 0).

sin �
10A CP(A FB
)

0.80.70.60.50.40.30.20.1

0.80.60.40.20-0.2-0.4-0.6-0.8Fig. 14. The same as Fig. 13 but for rtb > 1 with ��DN;�� = m� and ��DN;bb = 0:1mb.



1300 G. Erkol, G. TuranWe an see from Figs. 15 and 16 that ACP(AFB) is sensitive to theparameter ��DN;�� , espeially for its small values. ACP(AFB) is a dereasing(inreasing) funtion of ��DN;�� for jrtbj < 1 (rtb > 1) and reahes 1(6)% for��DN;�� = 1(50).
��DN;�� (GeV)

102 A CP(A F
B)

10080604020

10.80.60.40.20-0.2-0.4Fig. 15. ACP(AFB) as a funtion of ��DN;�� for ��DN;bb = 40mb, sin � = 0:5 and jrtbj < 1.Here ACP(AFB) is restrited in the region between solid (dashed) urves for Ce�7 > 0(Ce�7 < 0).

��DN;�� (GeV)
10A CP(A FB
)

10080604020

0.60.40.20-0.2-0.4-0.6Fig. 16. The same as Fig. 15 but for rtb > 1 with ��DN;bb = 0:1mb.Fig. 17 (18) is devoted to the ratio mh0=mA0 dependene of ACP(AFB)for ��DN;�� = 10(1)m� , ��DN;bb = 40(0:1)mb and sin � = 0:5 for jrtbj < 1(rtb > 1).It is seen from Fig. 17 that for jrtbj < 1, ACP(AFB) is sensitive to the massratio mh0=mA0 and it is inreasing with the inreasing values of mh0=mA0for Ce�7 > 0, while for Ce�7 < 0, its dependene on the mass ratio is weak.For rtb > 1, jACP(AFB)j is one order of magnitude larger than its value forjrtbj < 1.
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mh0=mA0
102 A CP(A F
B)

0.950.90.850.80.750.70.650.60.550.5

0.50.40.30.20.10-0.1-0.2-0.3-0.4Fig. 17. ACP(AFB) as a funtion of mh0=mA0 for ��DN;�� = 10m� , ��DN;bb = 40mb,sin � = 0:5 and jrtbj < 1. Here ACP(AFB) is restrited in the region between solid(dashed) urves for Ce�7 > 0 (Ce�7 < 0).
mh0=mA0

10A CP(A FB
)

0.950.90.850.80.750.70.650.6

1.510.50-0.5-1Fig. 18. The same as Fig. 17 but for rtb > 1 with ��DN;�� = m� and ��DN;bb = 0:1mb.In onlusion, we have investigated the physial quantities AFB, ACPand ACP(AFB) for the exlusive B !  `+`� deay in the general 2HDMinluding the NHB e�ets. From the results we have obtained we onludethat experimental investigation of these quantities may be very useful fortesting the new physis e�ets beyond the SM and also the sign of Ce�7 .Appendix AModel desriptionThe 2HDM is the minimal extension of the SM, whih onsists of addinga seond doublet to the Higgs setor. In this model, there are one hargedHiggs salar, two neutral Higgs salars and one neutral Higgs pseudosalar.



1302 G. Erkol, G. TuranThe general Yukawa Lagrangian, whih is responsible for the interations ofquarks with gauge bosons, an be written asLY = �Uij �QiL ~�1UjR + �Dij �QiL�1DjR + �U yij �QiL ~�2UjR + �Dij �QiL�2DjR + h.. ;(A.1)where i; j are family indies of quarks, L and R denote hiral projetionsL(R) = 1=2(1 � 5), �m for m = 1; 2, are the two salar doublets, QiL arequark doublets, UjR, DjR are the orresponding quark singlets, �U;Dij and�U;Dij are the matries of the Yukawa ouplings. The Yukawa Lagrangian inEq. (A.1) opens up the possibility that there appear tree-level FCNC, whihare forbidden in the SM and model I and model II types of the 2HDM.However, tree-level FCNC are permitted in the general 2HDM, and thistype of 2HDM is referred to as model III in the literature.In this model, it is possible to hoose �1 and �2 in the following form�1 = 1p2 �� 0v +H0 �+� p2�+i�0 �� ; �2 = 1p2 � p2H+H1 + iH2 � ; (A.2)with the vauum expetation values,h�1i = 1p2 � 0v � ; h�2i = 0 : (A.3)With this hoie, the SM partiles an be olleted in the �rst doublet andthe new partiles in the seond one. Further, we take H1, H2 as the masseigenstates h0, A0, respetively. Note that, at tree level, there is no mix-ing among CP even neutral Higgs bosons, namely the SM one, H0, andbeyond, h0 .The part whih produes FCNC at tree level isLY;FC = �U yij �QiL ~�2UjR + �Dij �QiL�2DjR + �Dkl�lkL�2ElR + h.. : (A.4)In Eq. (A.4), the ouplings �U;D for the �avor-hanging harged interationsare �Uh = �neutral VCKM ;�Dh = VCKM �neutral ; (A.5)where �U;Dneutral is de�ned by the expression�U(D)N = (V U(D)R(L) )�1�U;(D)V U(D)L(R) ; (A.6)and �U;Dneutral is denoted as �U;DN . Here the harged ouplings are the lin-ear ombinations of neutral ouplings multiplied by VCKM matrix elements(see [20℄ for details).



Radiative Dileptoni Deays of B-Meson in . . . 1303Appendix BThe operator basisThe operator basis in the general 2HDM (model III ) for our proess is[15, 16, 22, 23℄ O1 = (�sL��L�)(�L��bL�) ;O2 = (�sL��L�)(�L��bL�);O3 = (�sL��bL�) Xq=u;d;s;;b(�qL��qL�) ;O4 = (�sL��bL�) Xq=u;d;s;;b(�qL��qL�) ;O5 = (�sL��bL�) Xq=u;d;s;;b(�qR��qR�) ;O6 = (�sL��bL�) Xq=u;d;s;;b(�qR��qR�);O7 = e16�2 �s����(mbR+msL)b�F�� ;O8 = g16�2 �s�T a�����(mbR+msL)b�Ga�� ;O9 = e16�2 (�sL��bL�)(�̀�`) ;O10 = e16�2 (�sL��bL�)(�̀�5`) ;Q1 = e216�2 (�s�L b�R) (�̀̀ ) ;Q2 = e216�2 (�s�L b�R) (�̀5`) ;Q3 = g216�2 (�s�L b�R) Xq=u;d;s;;b(�q�L q�R) ;Q4 = g216�2 (�s�L b�R) Xq=u;d;s;;b(�q�R q�L) ;Q5 = g216�2 (�s�L b�R) Xq=u;d;s;;b(�q�L q�R) ;Q6 = g216�2 (�s�L b�R); Xq=u;d;s;;b(�q�R q�L);



1304 G. Erkol, G. TuranQ7 = g216�2 (�s�L ��� b�R) Xq=u;d;s;;b(�q�L ���q�R) ;Q8 = g216�2 (�s�L ��� b�R) Xq=u;d;s;;b(�q�R ���q�L);Q9 = g216�2 (�s�L ��� b�R) Xq=u;d;s;;b(�q�L ���q�R) ;Q10 = g216�2 (�s�L ��� b�R) Xq=u;d;s;;b(�q�R ���q�L) ; (B.1)where � and � are SU(3) olor indies and F�� and G�� are the �eld strengthtensors of the eletromagneti and strong interations, respetively. Notethat there are also �ipped hirality partners of these operators, whih anbe obtained by interhanging L and R in the basis given above in model III.However, we do not present them here sine orresponding Wilson oe�-ients are negligible. Appendix CThe Initial values of the Wilson oe�ientsThe initial values of the Wilson oe�ients for the relevant proess in theSM are [22℄CSM1;3;:::6(mW) = 0 ;CSM2 (mW) = 1 ;CSM7 (mW) = 3x3t � 2x2t4(xt � 1)4 lnxt + �8x3t � 5x2t + 7xt24(xt � 1)3 ;CSM8 (mW) = � 3x2t4(xt � 1)4 lnxt + �x3t + 5x2t + 2xt8(xt � 1)3 ;CSM9 (mW) = � 1sin2�W B(xt) + 1� 4 sin2 �Wsin2 �W C(xt)�D(xt) + 49 ;CSM10 (mW) = 1sin2 �W (B(xt)� C(xt)) ;CSMQi (mW) = 0 i = 1; ::; 10 (C.1)



Radiative Dileptoni Deays of B-Meson in . . . 1305and for the additional part due to harged Higgs bosons areCH1;:::6(mW) = 0 ;CH7 (mW) = Y 2 F1(yt) + XY F2(yt) ;CH8 (mW) = Y 2G1(yt) + XY G2(yt) ;CH9 (mW) = Y 2H1(yt) ;CH10(mW) = Y 2 L1(yt) ; (C.2)where X = 1mb ���DN;bb + ��DN;sbVtsVtb� ;Y = 1mt ���UN;tt + ��UN;tV �sV �ts� : (C.3)The NHB e�ets bring new operators and the orresponding Wilson oe�-ients read as [24℄CA0Q2 ((��UN;tt)3) = ��DN;�� (��UN;tt)3mbyt(�5(yt)zA ��1(zA; yt))32�2m2A0mt�1(zA; yt)�5(yt) ;CA0Q2 ((��UN;tt)2) = ��DN;�� (��UN;tt)2 ��DN;bb32�2m2A0 � 1�1(zA; yt)�1(zA; yt)�5(yt)���yt(�1(zA; yt)��5(yt)(xy + zA))�2�1(zA; yt)�5(yt) ln� zA�5(yt)�1(zA; yt)�� ;CA0Q2 (��UN;tt) = g2 ��DN;�� ��UN;ttmbxt64�2m2A0mt  2�5(xt)�xyxt + 2zA�1(zA; xt) �2 ln� zA�5(xt)�1(zA; xt)��xyxtyt� (x� 1)xt(yt=zA � 1)� (1 + x)yt(�6 � (x� y)(xt � yt))(�3(zA) + (x� y)(xt � yt)zA)�x(yt + xt(1� yt=zA))� 2yt�6�3(zA) �! ;CA0Q2 (��DN;bb) = g2 ��DN;�� ��DN;bb64�2m2A0  1� x2t yt + 2y(x� 1)xtyt � zA(x2t +�6)�3(zA)+x2t (1� yt=zA)�6 + 2 ln� zA�6�2(zA; x)�! ;



1306 G. Erkol, G. TuranCH0Q1 ((��UN;tt)2) = g2(��UN;tt)2mbm�64�2m2H0m2t� xt(1�2y)yt�5(yt) + (�1 + 2 os2 �W)(�1+x+y)ytos2 �W�4(yt)+zH(�1(zH ; yt)xyt + os2 �W (�2x2(�1 + xt)yy2t + xxtyy2t ��8zH))os2 �W�1(zH ; yt)�7 ! ;CH0Q1 (��UN;tt) = g2 ��UN;tt ��DN;bbm�64�2m2H0mt  (�1 + 2 os2 �W)ytos2 �W�4(yt) � xtyt�5(yt)+xtyt(xy � zH)�1(zH ; yt)+(�1 + 2 os2 �W)ytzHos2 �W�7 � 2xt ln" �5(yt)zH�1(zH ; yt)#!; (C.4)CH0Q1 (g4) = � g4mbm�xt128�2m2H0m2t  � 1+ (�1 + 2x)xt�5(xt) + y(1� xt)+ 2xt(�1 + (2 + xt)y)�5(xt)�4 os2 �W(�1 + x+ y) + xt(x+ y)os2 �W�4(xt) +xt(x(xt(y � 2zH)� 4zH) + 2zH)�1(zH ; xt)+yt((�1+x)xtzH+os2 �W((3x�y)zH + xt(2y(x�1)�zH (2�3x�y))))os2 �W(�3(zH) + x(xt � yt)zH)+2 (xt ln" �5(xt)zH�1(zH ; xt)#+ ln" x(yt � xt)zH ��3(zH)(�5(xt) + y(1� xt)ytzH #)!;Ch0Q1((��UN;tt)3) = � ��DN;�� (��UN;tt)3mbyt32�2m2h0mt�1(zh; yt)�5(yt)���1(zh; yt)(2y�1)+�5(yt)(2x�1)zh� ;Ch0Q1((��UN;tt)2) = ��DN;�� (��UN;tt)232�2m2h0� (�5(yt)zh(yt�1)(x+y�1)��1(zh; yt)(�5(yt)+yt)�1(zh)�5(yt) �2 ln �zh�5(yt)�1(zh) �! ;Ch0Q1(��UN;tt) = �g2 ��DN;�� ��UN;ttmbxt64�2m2h0mt  2(�1 + (2 + xt)y)�5(xt) � xt(x� 1)(yt � zh)�02(zh)



Radiative Dileptoni Deays of B-Meson in . . . 1307+2 ln" zh�5(xt)�1(zh; xt)#+ x(xt(y � 2zh)� 4zh) + 2zh�1(zh; xt)� (1 + x)ytzhxyxtyt + zh((x� y)(xt � yt)��6)+�9 + ytzh((x� y)(xt � yt)��6)(2x� 1)zh�6(�6 � (x� y)(xt � yt))+x(ytzh + xt(zh � yt))� 2ytzh�2(zh) ! ;Ch0Q1(��DN;bb) = �g2 ��DN;�� ��DN;bb64�2m2h0  yxtyt(xx2t (yt � zh) +�6zh(x� 2))zh�2(zh)�6+2 ln" �6xtyt#+ 2 ln" xtytzh�2(zh)#! ;where�1(!; �) = �(�1 + y � y�)! � x(y�+ ! � !�)�2(!) = (xt + y(1� xt))yt! � xxt(yyt + (yt � 1)!)�02(!) = �2(!; xt $ yt)�3(!) = (xt(�1 + y)� y)yt! + xxt(yyt + !(�1 + yt))�4(!) = 1� x+ x!�5(�) = x+ �(1� x)�6 = (xt + y(1� xt))yt + xxt(1� yt)�7 = (y(yt � 1)� yt)zH + x(yyt + (yt � 1)zH )�8 = yt(2x2(1 + xt)(yt � 1) + xt(y(1� yt) + yt) + x(2(1 � y + yt)+xt(1� 2y(1� yt)� 3yt)))�9 = �x2t (�1+x+y)(�yt+x(2yt�1))(yt�zh)�xtytzh(x(1+2x)�2y)+y2t (xt(x2 � y(1� x)) + (1 + x)(x� y)zh) (C.5)and xt = m2tm2W ; yt = m2tmH� ; zH = m2tm2H0 ; zh = m2tm2h0 ; zA = m2tm2A0 :The expliit forms of the funtions F1(2)(yt), G1(2)(yt), H1(yt) and L1(yt) inEq. (C.2) are given asF1(yt) = yt(7� 5yt � 8y2t )72(yt � 1)3 + y2t (3yt � 2)12(yt � 1)4 ln yt ;



1308 G. Erkol, G. TuranF2(yt) = yt(5yt � 3)12(yt � 1)2 + yt(�3yt + 2)6(yt � 1)3 ln yt ;G1(yt) = yt(�y2t + 5yt + 2)24(yt � 1)3 + �y2t4(yt � 1)4 ln yt ;G2(yt) = yt(yt � 3)4(yt � 1)2 + yt2(yt � 1)3 ln yt ;H1(yt) = 1� 4sin2�Wsin2�W xyt8 � 1yt � 1 � 1(yt � 1)2 ln yt��yt �47y2t � 79yt + 38108(yt � 1)3 � 3y3t � 6yt + 418(yt � 1)4 ln yt� ;L1(yt) = 1sin2�W xyt8 �� 1yt � 1 + 1(yt � 1)2 ln yt� : (C.6)Finally, the initial values of the oe�ients in the model III areC2HDMi (mW) = CSMi (mW) + CHi (mW) ;C2HDMQ1 (mW) = Z 10 dxZ 1�x0 dy (CH0Q1 ((��UN;tt)2) + CH0Q1 (��UN;tt) + CH0Q1 (g4)+Ch0Q1((��UN;tt)3) +Ch0Q1((��UN;tt)2) + Ch0Q1(��UN;tt) + Ch0Q1(��DN;bb));C2HDMQ2 (mW) = Z 10 dxZ 1�x0 dy (CA0Q2 ((��UN;tt)3) + CA0Q2 ((��UN;tt)2) + CA0Q2 (��UN;tt)+CA0Q2 (��DN;bb)) ;C2HDMQ3 (mW) = mbm� sin2 �W �C2HDMQ1 (mW) + C2HDMQ2 (mW)� ;C2HDMQ4 (mW) = mbm� sin2 �W �C2HDMQ1 (mW)� C2HDMQ2 (mW)� ;C2HDMQi (mW) = 0 ; i = 5; : : : ; 10 : (C.7)Here, we present CQ1 and CQ2 in terms of the Feynman parameters x andy sine the integrated results are extremely large. Using these initial values,we an alulate the oe�ients C2HDMi (�) and C2HDMQi (�) at any lower salein the e�etive theory with �ve quarks, namely u; ; d; s; b similar to the SMase [19, 23, 25, 26℄.The Wilson oe�ients playing the essential role in this proess areC2HDM7 (�), C2HDM9 (�), C2HDM10 (�), C2HDMQ1 (�) and C2HDMQ2 (�). For omplete-ness, in the following we give their expliit expressions,Ce�7 (�) = C2HDM7 (�) +Qd (C2HDM5 (�) +NC2HDM6 (�)) ;



Radiative Dileptoni Deays of B-Meson in . . . 1309where the LO QCD orreted Wilson oe�ient CLO;2HDM7 (�) is given byCLO;2HDM7 (�) = �16=23C2HDM7 (mW) + 83(�14=23 � �16=23)C2HDM8 (mW)+ C2HDM2 (mW) 8Xi=1 hi�ai ; (C.8)and � = �s(mW)=�s(�), hi and ai are the numbers whih appear during theevaluation [26℄.Ce�9 (�) ontains a perturbative part and a part oming from LD e�etsdue to onversion of the real � into lepton pair `+`�:Ce�9 (�) = Cpert9 (�) + Yreson(s) ; (C.9)whereCpert9 (�) = C2HDM9 (�)+h(z; s) (3C1(�) + C2(�) + 3C3(�) + C4(�) + 3C5(�) + C6(�))�12h(1; s) (4C3(�) + 4C4(�) + 3C5(�) + C6(�))�12h(0; s) (C3(�) + 3C4(�)) + 29 (3C3(�) + C4(�) + 3C5(�) + C6(�)) ;(C.10)and Yreson(s) = � 3�2em� XVi= i �� (Vi ! `+`�)mViq2 �mVi + imVi�Vi� (3C1(�) + C2(�) + 3C3(�) + C4(�) + 3C5(�) + C6(�)) : (C.11)In Eq. (C.9), the funtions h(u; s) are given byh(u; s) = �89 lnmb� � 89 lnu+ 827 + 49x (C.12)�29(2 + x)j1� xj1=28<: �ln ���p1�x+1p1�x�1 ���� i�� ; for x � 4u2s < 12 artan 1px�1 ; for x � 4u2s > 1;h(0; s) = 827 � 89 ln mb� � 49 ln s+ 49 i� ; (C.13)with u = mmb . The phenomenologial parameter � in Eq. (C.11) is taken as2:3. In Eqs. (37) and (C.11), the ontributions of the oe�ients C1(�), . . . ,C6(�) are due to the operator mixing.Finally, the Wilson oe�ients CQ1(�) and CQ2(�) are given by [15℄CQi(�) = ��12=23 CQi(mW) ; i = 1; 2 : (C.14)



1310 G. Erkol, G. TuranAppendix DSome funtions appearing in the expressionsWe parametrize the funtions A1, A2, B1, B2, F1 and F2 in Eqs. (4) and (6)as A1 = A(1)1 + i A(2)1 + ��DN;bbA(3)1A2 = A(1)2 + i A(2)2 + ��DN;bbA(3)2B1 = C10 g;B2 = C10 f;F = 2m�C10 + m2Bm2b �F (1) + ��DN;bb F (2)� ;F1 = m2Bm2b �F (1)1 + ��DN;bb F (2)1 � ; (D.1)withA(1)1 = gRe(Ce�9 )� 2mbq2 g1 Ce�7 �����DN;bb!0 ;A(2)1 = g Im(Ce�9 ) ;A(3)1 = �2mbq2 g1 1mbmt ��UN;tt(� 1623K2(yt) + 83(� 1423 � � 1623 )G2(yt)) ;A(1)2 = A(1)1 (g ! f ; g1 ! f1);A(2)2 = A(2)1 (g ! f);A(3)2 = A(3)1 (g1 ! f1);F (1)1 = ��12=23 Z 10 dxZ 1�x0 dy [CH0Q1 ((��UN;tt)2) +CH0Q1 (��UN;tt)+CH0Q1 (g4) + Ch0Q1((��UN;tt)3) + Ch0Q1((��UN;tt)2) + Ch0Q1(��UN;tt)℄ ;F (2)1 = ��12=23��DN;bb Z 10 dxZ 1�x0 dy Ch0Q1(��DN;bb) ;F (1) = ��12=23 Z 10 dxZ 1�x0 dyhCA0Q2 ((��UN;tt)3)+CA0Q2 ((��UN;tt)2)+CA0Q2 (��UN;tt)i ;F (2) = ��12=23��DN;bb Z 10 dxZ 1�x0 dyCA0Q2 (��DN;bb) : (D.2)
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